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ABSTRACT 

The cross section for the reaction 7 + C -+e+ + e- + C 

has been measured for a series of kinematic points giving nuc- 

lear momentum transfers in the region 0.2 - 0.7 F -2 
, with 

incident -photon energies in the region for photoproduction of 

the first two pi-nucleon resonances. Measurements were made, 

using asymmetric detection geome-try, of e3.ectron and positron 

cross sections for each point. The charge independent yields 

are shown to be in agreement with predictions of qu::ntum elec- 

trodynamics for coherent and quasi-elastic production on carbon. 

The charge asymmetric result:: are shown to be consistent with 

recent estim:t-tes of the interference between Rethe-HeitLer and 

Compton pair productioli :tmplit;udc:; with excitation of' an iutcr- 

mediate n-N state in the Compton diagram. 
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based on the point interaction hypothesis of QED. Thcsc syIllmotJ*ic experi- 

ments detected both el.cctron and positron at equal momenta (p,) and at 

equal angles (0) with respect to the incident photor? beam. As a means 

of detecting possible deviations from the point interaction theory, the 

symmetric geometry has the advantages that (1) momentum transfer to 

the virtual electron is the same for both Bethe-Heitler graphs of Fig. l(a), 

q2 = (k-pk)2 = - 2k + p+ , (2) momentum transfer at the nuclear vertex 

is relatively small, varying as 24 
-PO , such that the process is insensi- 

tive to the details of the nuclear interaction, and (3) contribution 

from interference between Bethe-Heitler and Compton amplitudes, Figs. 

l(b) and l(c) is small. 
4 

The asymmetrj.c detection scheme treated by BDF3 considered the - 

detection of only one member of the electron pair; the unobserved lepton 

. 

is produced preferentially in the forward direction. In this case, 

momentum transfer to the virtual electron is physically interesting only 

for the Feynman diagram in which the detected lepton proceeds directly 

from the incoming photon vertex, 2 in which case it varies as q = -2k . p . 

If the detected lepton or-igina-tcs at the nuclear vertex, the virLual 

lcpton is 2, 2 almost on the mass shell wi-th q N p , and this d-iagram 

contributes an estimated 80% of the yield. Thus an expcrimcznt of 

relat-ively high accuracy is required to place a reliable limit on the 

? 



of tlif’ a:cymrruit?‘i c! f;(.:olrlt’try i :: t.1~:J.t colit,r i k ut ioil:; f’rorn irite i’1’c’wr]cc’ 

bc:twccn Be the-IIc it.lr:r and Compton ampljt,udes do not vani.:;h arid can Ic,:~rl 

to a charge asymmc: tr ic y i c 1 d. since the i nterf(~rcir:cc term?; arc 0d.d ur:il(~r 

charge conjugation. Finally, for the asymmetric geomei -.;, the momentum 

transfer to the target nucleus is relatively large, varying as -p 8 , 3 ? 

which leads to the additional possibility of charge asymmetric contri- 

butions from interference between first and second Born Bethe-Hei~tler 

amplitudes, Fig. l(d). 

The first asymmetric pair production experiment' observed only the 

70 MeV positron produced at 90' in the laboratory by a bremsstrahlung 

beam with a peak energy of 137 MeV . The ratio of experimental to point 

interaction theoretical cross section was found to be (0.96 + 0.14) , 

and no attempt was made to measure interference contributions. These 

were estimated by BDF , based on a Compton amplitude valid for incident 

photon energies well below threshold for excitation of the first pi-nucleon 

to be a factor of 10 -4 resonance, lower than the direct yield from . 

the square of the Bethe-Heitler amplitude. 

More recently, 26 asymmetric pair production has been used as a 

means of obtaining the relative phase of p" amplitude at high energies 

by measuring the interference between Bethe-Heitler and Compton amplitudes 

for e+ , e- masses in the region of the rho resonance. In these ex- 

periments both members of the pair are detected at nearly symmetric 

angles, momenta and transverse momenta, so that momentum transfer at 

the nuclear vertex is close to that of symmetric detection. 

However, in the intermediate energy range, where n-N resonances 

may dominate the Compton interfcrencc contr.ibutiorls, there have been 

no previous expcrimcrii al or tzhec~rcl.ical i Ilveel,!'gat,iolls. 
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y .t c ---f e+ + e- + c (I~) * 

using asymmetric detection geometry with one member OS the pair momentum 

analyzed by a magnetic spectrometer and detected by a counter telescope 

consisting of gas and plastic Cerenkov counters. Carbon electromagnetic 

form factors are well known from the extensive electron scattering 

work at Stanford; 7 the nucleus has spin zero which simplifies calcula- 

tions and the low Z value minimizes second Born contributions to the 

experimental yield. The actual target material was polystyrene (CH) 

necessitating a small (5%) correction for pair production on protons 

in the plastic polymer chain. 

Spurious events from protons, mesons and muons were effectively 

eliminated by the Cerenkov counters but appreciable background electrons 

from "double scattering" and from no decays were measured and sub- 

. 

tracted from the raw yields. Double scattering events, comprising 

30 - k>$ of the total target-in yield, arise from pair production in 

the forward direction followed by a second e1asti.c scattering into the 

detector acceptance. Events from neutral pion production followed by 

either internal Dalitz decay or external conversion of one of the 

decay photons from the more common dI-cny mode cor,stitutcd less than 

10% of the total target-in yield. l?or both types of background, the 

fraction of events was dctcrminctl cxp(:rimcnta'lly. LOSS of real 

po:;il;raon (:vc>~it;:; f'rom tin11 i hi Intioti-iri-.i'l it:ht Was a cu lculatod co-rrect i.orl 



to !,El(~ ~‘x~,‘-‘l’iI:l(!il-t;~i-l d:lt:i. 

Part.:; II and l..II dei;c:ribt, 1~11' (:::p~'1-~i.rric,::!;nI ap?p:i~l*ai,u:: nnii pro- 

cc‘dum:;. Part IV ou tl~ini?s the thcorcticul intc,rprctatiorls of the 

results in tc18ms of rccitnt calculations of Comp.tori .intc.r-f'e roncc and 

fi-rst and second Rorn Bethe-Heitler interference contributions, and 

Part V presents a discussion of the results and conclusions. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The energy analyzed electron beam of the Stanford Mark III Linear < 

.. accelerator 8 was used with an energy spread of 1%. The beam transport 

and energy defining systems have been described elsewhere. 9 The 

primary energy calibration has been performed previously by floating 

wire measurements and could be set to an estimated accuracy of 0.5% 

using precision shunts monitoring analyzing magnet currents. 

The primary electron beam emerged from the accelerator drift tube 

and first passed through the secondary emission monitor (SEM) shown . 

by Fig. 2. This device was the primary beam current monitor and con- 

sisted of five 0.25 mil aluminum foils, had an efficiency of ap- 

proximately 8% with a small energy dependence, and was mounted on a 

wobbling base which prevented fatigue effects on the efficiency by 

moving the foils so that the roughly 0.25 in. diameter beam spot 

swept over an area of about 1 square inch. 

Following prodllction of the brcmsstrahlung beam in 0.0495 radia- 

tion lengths of copper foil, the residual electron beam was swept 

horizontally %o" to the right, passing through an air Ccrcnkov moni- 

tor signal. -i&o the beam catcher. hous;c. In order to minimize contami~1atior~ 

,iLh a 



(:~lnt,a-i 11CP-r’ of' ll(s1 iulrt a !, tl’t,‘li(,::~j}iC~!‘i(: p?‘t ;;::lil’(‘. ‘!l’lic> air. Ce~r’c~tikclv 

moni t,or, signal p~*ov.idcd ti moni Lo-r of I cam current prof'i -LLe; i I, w:i:: pt‘ I'- 

iodically phot,ogmplied for usi' in c::i,im;itinC; dead Lime correc!,iorin, ;Ind 

wa s supplied to !;he 3ccelerat;or operator as an aid of : 1 iaining a be:lm 

pulse as long as possible and reasonably free of violent fluctuations 

in electron density. 

Positrons or electrons produced in a target of 0.995 em/cm2 of 

polystyrene plastic were collimated by a 2.5 X 5 in.' lead mask at 

the entrance to the spectrometer vacuum chamber, and the residual 

photon beam was absorbed by approximately 35 radiation lengths of lead 

stacked on one side of the spectrometer face. Lead and tungsten col- 

limation was used along the air gap between the sweeping magnet and 

target to prevent possible scattering of charged secondaries into the 

spectrometer acceptance. 

SEM efficiency was measured by comparison with a Faraday cup 

(not shown in Fig. 2) which could be rotated into the electron beam 

line at about the position of the spectrometer. When not in use, the 

Faraday cup was moved well out of the path of the photon or swept 

electron beams. Intercalibrations of the Faraday cup with other 

Stanford and SLAC beam monitors, described by several authors, 10 have 

indicated efficiency differences of less than 0.3%. 

The spectrometer was an n = 0 , 9Oo bend magnet,ll with a mean 

crbital radius of 44 inches, mounted on a rotatable mount with pro- 

visions for remote angular adjustment and monitoring. The mean polar 

angle of the observed leptons was reproducible to within less than 

0.05O and the nbsolutc calii)r::tion was verified with rcf'crerlcc to the 

primnrg l)i,zrm lint t'iducials to the same: precision. The mfta nurotl momcri turn 
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the counter widtll of l+ inches due to lack of' magnet I'ocu:-: i.ng in this 

direction, was about 0 02 radian::. . 

Spectrometer fields were monitored by a lithium chloride nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NiYR) probe with only moderate success. The proton 

resonance signal was usable at low momcn-ta, but at momenta greater than 

300 MeV/c , the low signal-to-noise ratio did not provide a reliable 

field monitor. In this case, the shunt voltage readout of the magnet 

current -was used as a field monitor, and the shunt settings calibrated 

against the NMR signal with accelerator rf off. The NMR-shunt voltage 

correlations were verified to within 0.2% and it was found that the 

polarity of the magnet could be reversed, using shunt readout only, 

with the same degree of accuracy. 

The detection system consisted of two Plexiglas Cerenkov counters, 

C2 and C3, and a double chamber threshold gas Cerenkov counter, shown 

in Fig. 2. The gas Cerenkov counter is shown in detail in Fig. 3. Each 

I plastic Cerenkov counter was made from 4 x 8 x 1 in. thick ultraviolet 

transmitting Plexiglas with three Amperex XPlllO phototubes attached 

with epoxy resin to the 4 X 1 in. face of the plastic. The 4 X 8 in.2 

surface of the counter was oriented normal to the incident beam direc- 

, , 
i 



Tilt: gas C!cr'c:r!kov counter (Fig. 3) was dc:;igncd to provide a coj nci- 

dence output t'rom two opt,i.cally -independent chambers encl.osed in 5. 

Single gas envelope. The momentum analyzed beam entered the counter 

through a window laminated from 15 X 0.0075 in. thick Mylar film; the 

details of construction are described elsewhere. 12 The two chambers 

have identical optics and the spherical mirrors are fitted to the glass 

light pipe to eliminate light leaks between chambers. The gas dielectric 

is Freon 13 (CClF3) at a pressure of 200 psig and a regulated temp- 

erature of 85'~ . Under these conditions, the index of refraction is 

approximately 1.02 , giving threshold for pions of 700 MeV/c and 

for muons of 525 MeV/c . By reducing gas pressure, the pion and muon 

thresholds may be increased with a loss in Cerenkov light yield from 

electron events. The optimum operating conditions were obtained by 
. 

jointly varying pressure and photo-tube voltages to obtain a plateau in 

the electron detection efficiencies for the two chambers. Repeated 

measurements of individual chamber efficiencies for electron detection 

gave momentum independent values of (0.94 + 0.03) and (0.92 * 0.03) 

for the first and second chambers, respectively, and the measured average 
or- 

pionfmuon detection efficiency for both chambers was (2 + 4) X 10 
-4 d---- . 

As stated above, the SEM was used as the primary monitor of incidrnt 

electron current. The output of the SEM was integrated by a conventional 

f'ccd-back typo integrator. The i~ntcxgrator capacitors have been calibrated 

previously ngai.n:;t 0 . 1% pr?c ision standard:;, and l;he c:tpac-itor:: usc,d 

So-r t.'tii, p t'(‘;:t 111, (~>:Ix~r*ink~ilt w,n ri~c:i~~.~ckc.!d ;.md tllc, v:.t~iuc:: vc: t'il'i.c.(1 I,0 

wi th-i.11 0. ?$ . 



Mcnsul-cln~c:rlt:: were IiladCt of electron and positron i:VeilLs a!; s(von 

k-incmatic points defined by spectrometczr angle and momentum and peak 

bremsstrahlung energy, which gave nuclear momentum transfers in the 

range 0.2 to 0.7 Fm2 . An event was defined by the coincidence 

c33c7; includ-ing C2 in the logic requirement did not increase the 
\ 

detection efficiency of the telescope. Hence, it w& included only 

during efficiency and rejection ratio measurements. For a fixed I 

peak photon energy and kinematic setting of the spectrometer, three 

to five yield measurements were made at each polarity, and target-out 

yields were measured after each target-in run. Following this, a 

series of copper foils, varying from 0.01 to 0.04 radiation lengths 

in thickness, were inserted in the photon beam ahead of the target in 

order to measure the linear increase in double scattering events. 

Similarly, a series of aluminum foils was placed at the entrance of 

the spectrometer vacuum chamber to measure the contributions from 

multiple scattering and ' r[ decay electrons or positrons. 

SEM efficiency was calibrated against the Faraday cup at approxi- 

mately six hour intervals or more frequently if primary electron energy 

had been altered. At least two measurements were made for each value of 

peak photon energy. 

At the beginning and end of runs at one kinematic point, the 

::wc:cping mngnet was -turned off, and Lhc primary clcc Lron beam al 7 owed 

' o :;t,r ikt: -the Lar{:eL wit,11 -Ihe :;pc?c-Lr.c,lnc-Ler angl (: -i.nc rca::cd Lo n. point, 
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the signal from the plastic counter C2 in the coincidence logic roquire- 

ment. Using the electron detection efficiencies obtained from the pro- 

cedure described above, values of efficiency for pion and muon detection 

were obtained which ranged from (5 + 4) x 1.0 -4 
to (,0:,5)x10 -4 . 

B. Data Reduction 

The raw data consisting of C3C5C7 coincidence events were normalized 

to the integrated primary beam current, corrected for accidental coinci- 

dence rates of about 1% measured by delayed logic channels, and for 

dead time losses (< 4%) induced by the electronic logic. Target-out 

background was subtracted, and the result expressed as events per volt, . 

or equivalently, as event::;'( 1.003 p C&Lomb) of primary beam current. 

The, three to five measurements at each polarity and each kinematic 

point were then averaged by Maximum Likelihood'methods to obtain the 

values of "observed yield" listed in Table I. 

Subtraction of double scattering and JI' decay events was done in 

the following manner: In the absence of additional radiator foils in 

the> photon beam, the observed lcptoll yi~eld, after the corrections dcscribc(1 

above, may bo expressed in the form, 

.I 0 



cl-’ 
P 

= e:l cc t;rorl psi 3' pl*0duc t ion prc~bab i 3 ity al, * irward angles; 

0 
S 

= elastic scattering probability at angle, 0 ; 

CT 
0 

= neutral pion production probability; 

?I 
= material ahead of the target; 

t d 
= material between the poj.nt of neutral production 

and the spectrome-ter vacuum chamber entrance,plus l/80 

for Dalitz decay probability; 

t = target thickness. 

All production probabilites are in units of (radiation ler.gth')-'. 

A simple calculation shows that the fraction of double scattzring 

events is given by the quantity, 

Y - Y. t/2 + tu 

yO 
T > . 

where Y is the observed event rate with 'c radiation lengths of foil 

added in front of the target. Similarly, the fraction of decay 

events is given by, 

Y - Y. td 

Y. i- ? 

where Y is the observed event rate with 7 radiation lengths of foil 

added between -the targ5c:t alld thca spcctromc-tcr entrance. For most of 

the kinematic points investigated, the observed 1c:pton energy was within 

100 MCV or 1 es s of the peak enc:rgy of the brr~m;;sl,rahlung spectrum 
i ' 

which cupplx >ssed neutra.l Pion production a:: compnrcd with mu?tiplc 

1 I 



was droppr‘d i'rom Lila sum of (‘yu ivalclli radiator l.hicknecses nnd the 

radiator subtractions carried out. as usual~ with the a.ppropriate change 

of sign. The resulting fracti.onal values of' z" or multiple scattering 

loss for the two spectrometer polarities have been averaged, since there 

is no physical rerc on to suppose a charge asymmetry, and the data are 

statistically consistent with a single value. The double scattering 

fractions, however, have not been averaged between polarities to allow 

for the possibility that an electron excess may be due to Compton electrons. 

The experimentally determined fractions for these background processes 

are listed in Table I. 

Corrections for positron annihilation-in-flight in the ta:-rgct or 

in material ahead of the spectrometer entrance are implicit in the 

radiator subtraction procedure, however, annihilation in the counter 

tel~escope has been computed from the I-ieitler total cross section 13 and 

the estimated thickness presented by the Cerenkov counters. The correc- 

tion to the positron yields as given by Table 1 amounts to less than 

+ 2% for all. kinematic points. 



W:i t II a pf’ilri:ixfy t. ik-C:i,lQli I)t':ilil fvr~i!3~<<y :)1' 370 Mf:v ) the s pee t~omot,i2r kf 3 :: 

ad,j ml t\d I.0 :,11:2< l’.:C! L'(O Flt:V/c (:!.i,ctjwr~s sc:!t,t.ered ai, 30' from the 

standard polystyrene target;. Eve11t s orjginated from inelastic scul.l,iir- 

ing and from double scat,tering, and, as in photoproduct-ion runs, a 

sequence of copper radiators was inserted in the primary beam upstream 

of the target to mcJasure the double scattering component. 

The yield remaining after subtraction of double scattering 

events was due to wide angle bremsstrahlung (WAB) events in which a 

real photon is emitted either before or after an elastic scattering 

event. For the present experimental conditions, a photon of about 220 MeV 

is radiated and the largest part of the yield of WAB events (97%) comes 

from radiation by the incoming electron followed by scattering at 170 MeV. 

The Berg-Lindner 14 cross section for this process, differential in the 

variables of the three final state particles, has been integrated 

numerically by Allton 15 over the unobserved particle parameters; it has 

also been integrated by Hand 16 in the "peaking approximation". In the 

latter, it was assumed that the principal contribution to the yield 

arises from events in which photon emission is approximately collinear 

with the incident or final electron. With this simplification, the WAB 

cross section factors into products of the Rosenbluth elastic scatter- 

ing cross section and kinematic factors. If El (E2) is the incident 

(final) electron energy, 

dg 2 x1 
dlidE2 = "1 kl (q) 9 



“1 2 = El/E;, L = 7. i- E:l( I - co:; u)/M , 

i = l,% 

kl = El - E; , 

k2 = E; - E2 . 

For c.m. energies below the first resonance, the peaking approximation 

has been found by All-ton 15 to differ by less than 2s from a numerical 

integration of the exact Berg-Lindner formula over the phase space of 

the unobserved photon and lepton. , 

The WAB cross section has been calculated from Eq. (2) for inter- 

actions with Cl2 (95%) and with protons, both quasi-elastically on 

protons in carbon and on free protons in the target (5%). The percen- 

tages indicate the relative contributions. Radiative corrections, 

following Berg and Lindner, have been calculated from the expression, 

given by BDF for the closely analogous process of electron pair pro- 

duction. Including these corrections of + 5.6% the acceptance of the 

spectrometer was estimated as, 

y = 1.71 x 10 -4 (1. i- o.&) 

wi th errors c.iuc to statistics a l~otlc . 



:;i 11r.r’ IC'}‘t,Oll i:i(Xl:c'lli.'i 01' tl!(~ ~;'iI'1Oii:' ~~>:~~~~!‘ilrl(it!I,‘;l J~Oiril:’ ciXt,f?lillt-d 

f'l'oin lL'(Cl Plr>V/(* to 6 "J Mi:V/r- , (-or1'o(:t,i 011:‘ Ijo t,licJ :jc-t.~r:pL:~ rir(: f’ol* mLl:l. I; ‘! p1.f. 

:;(:aLt,c>r*-ityl; i :t the; ~our~t;i~~~ t.c~lr::~co~;c’ wcit’e ~*;~l(:til:~kci l’r.0’~ t,hc k110wli 

thickness oi' Plexi[:I.:ti. ;inti FL-con I..-) in the couritcr tcl( ' ape. Thy 

analysis a:;:;umcd -I;ha-t OLle half’ of tI.lc: !‘;a:; courlt,c-r mate~%:il plus the 

thickness of counter CL? was concentrated at the location of C2 , and 

a multiple scattering distribution for this geometry was constructed 

from the work of Nigam 1.7 . A Monte Carlo computer simulation wa.:; used 

to calculste,the average efficiency of the telescope for each value of 

spectrometer momentum. The calculated efficiencies are shown in Table 11, 

along with the effective spectrometer acceptance obtained by normalizing 

the multiple scattering ef-ticiency to unity at the 170 MeV/c momentum 

point. Thus the multiple scattering correction had the effect of 

increasing the relative acceptance of the telescope by as much as 2?$ 

at higher momenta. 

The second Born approximation single scattering cross section used 

by Nigam allows the computation of multiple scattering distributions 

which differ depending on lepton charge. The difference was apparent 

in the derived distributions to the extent of one part in 
4 1-O but 

produced negligible difference between multiple scattering corrections 

for electron and positron detection. 

E. Experimental Results and Estimated Errors 

A lisLitq< ol' the experimental results for the seven kinemat;ic 

po i t-It :; i S shown in Table I in which the observed event rate 
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and thi cknc-:;:- h:lvc; b(lcu omit Led ::illc:e the: :;:tme tnr~et; was u!:cd f'or both ' 

paiT, production arid normalizrttion. Furthermore, since the Bethe-HeiLl(~t- 

cross section, including carbon form factors varies approxim:ttely as 

P 
-4.5,-6 the uncertainty induced by spectrometer angular and momentum 

tolerances are 3% and 2.2% , respectivel~y, considering the $6 uncer- 

tainty in absolute momentum calibration and 0.05’ angular tolerance in 

the absolute accuracy of the spectrometer alignment. 

The error in the bremsstrahlung spectrum comes from uncertainty 

in the copper radiator foil (1.54) , a correction for contributions 

from the SEM foils (2.5%) and a small uncertainty due to drift in 

the end point energy of the photon spectrum (0.36). Similarly, the 

error in radiator subtractions is due to uncertainties in the estima-tes 

of the thickness of extraneous material in the beam line and of the 

thickness of added radiators used to determine the fractional contri- 

butions from double scattering and II' decay contributions. 

Errors due to beam current, monitors and integrators have been 

assigned the value of 0.5$, the observed fluctuation in measured 

values of the SEM eI'ficiency. J,inearity and stability of the inte- 

grators was abouL 0.1% and the obrzcl'ved f'luctuationc, may be a-LLributed 

to slight missteerinc OS the I'rim:iry bc~r!m durilq c:ali.braL.i.on:; or Lo 

other minor experimental error:;. 

The m;tjoI' utlcert:Lnty in csttimat,c~:; ol' dc':~ci time: correction:; come 

from t11c; :L::::um~~Li.On that tliix p"imLL'y lWCJ,!!i pUI:.<’ l(~ri~;t,ll Xi:; :;t,;ttile. 
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The quadratic combination of the various errors gives a total 

systematic uncertainty of less than 7.3% in the case of the pair 

production yields and the value of 3% from the reversibility of the 

spectrometer polarity applicable to the electron-positron asymmetry 

measurements. 

IV. THEORETICAL ESTIMATES OF PAIR PRODUCTION 

A. General Information 

In this section, it is convenient to denote the amplitudes asso- 

ciated with the graphs of Fig. 1 by the followi-: 

Bl 
= first Born Bethe-Heitler amplitude 

C = Compton amplitude for an intermediate Dirac proton 

C* = Compton amplitude with excitation of a resonant 

pi-nucleon intermediate s-tate of a target nucleon 

B2 = Second Born Bethe-Heitler amplitude 

Then, as examples, the contribution to the cross section from the 

square of the first Born Bethe-Reitler amplitude is labeled a:‘ ?LXBl. ' 

and the interference term between first and second Born Bcthr:-Heitlcr 

amplitude:; as 
B1 x B% l 

The notation i G merely a m<:ans of lr~be L.i.ry: 

the process or the resulting contriiJution to the cross set ti on. 
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Compton diag:lamr, but also the cf‘fect of' dynamical correction:; f'rom the 

proton current, the inclusion of general. nuclear form factors, an 

estima-te of radiative corrections and estimates of the Bl X C and 

C X C contributions. The Bl X B 1 contribution was carried out in 

sufficient generality to allow the use of arbitrary nuclear fern 

factors, but in the construction of the Compton amplitude, the target 

was considered merely as a point Dirac particle with an anomalous 

magnetic moment. With this model, the Bl X C and C X C terms are 

expected to be valid only for incident photon energies well below the 

first pi-nucleon resonance. 

The Bl X B1 cross section differential in electron and positron 

variables, was integrated by BDF over the variables of the unobserved 

lepton to obtain the cross section for the asymmetric experiment. The 

integration required an expansion of the nuclear form factors to 

second order in q*/bl* . However, this expansion was not sufficient 

in the present calculations to represent the carbon form factors, since 

momentum transfers extended beyond the first diffraction minimum of the 

Cl2 form factors even for the lowest value of q' investigated. Hence, 

the BDF coincidence cross section has been used as a basis for estimating 

yields and was integrated numerically over unobserved Icpton parameters. 



in which G(k) is the laboratory photon spectrum and A,, , A,., and 

A 22 are the contributjons 

tively. The photon energy 

Q*(P, + 

and 

A 11 
lf 

=21 

II IL 

from Bl X B 1' Bl X C and C X C , respec- 

is given by 

<%) - 3 p2 k=----- 
M -k;(PI + P2)//kl , 

k ' pl k . P;, q2Pl . P2 

~+k+pl+kkplk* 
\ 

\ "4 i 

cl2 
(J-k * pj2 + (P, * P)' 

k'pl k' p2 

The remaining terms are defined by 'Table IV. The subscript 1 (2) denotes 

positron (electron) variables, and, with the exception of terms of order 

P2 which arise from simplifications made by BDF and not from inherent 

asymmetry of the Bl X Bl terms, the expre scion is symmetric under 

charge conjugation: le2. Similarly, the C X C terms are even 

under charge conjugation and the B1 X C terms are odd; for the condi- 

tions of the present experimcn-t, these corltributions are factors of 

10 -5 and 16' lower than the El X Bl yield and are om:itted from 

further consideration. 

20 



(5) 

in which F 1 = F&q:') and F2 z F,(q') are the Dirac and Pauli form 

factors. The form factors Fl and F2 are related to other form 

factors commonly used in describing electron-proton e3.asti.c scattering 

by the following: 

F ch = GE = Fl - ~KF~ , 

F 
mag 

= GM / (1 + K) = (F1 + KF2)‘/(1 + K) 

r = lq*l / (4M*) 

Using these relations, the approximation that P2 z 4M2 , and the fact 

that Gi = 0 for carbon, Eqs. (5) become, 

(l/Z2) fl(q2) = 2GE / (1 + r) 

(6) 

(l/Z*) f',(s*) = (GE/NJ2 / (1 + r) 

Form factors for proton targets are obta-ined by defining, 

GTG =G 
E M (1+4, from which the following form factor*s applicabjlc 

P P 



(‘7) 

f2p(‘l:)) = FJc’ [l + r'(1 + K 
m (1 + r') 

fl 

in which r' = q2/(4m2) , and terms of order r' 2 
have been neglected. 

Form factors for quasi-elastic production have been based on the 

expression obtained by Drell and Schwartz 1-9 
and experimentally verified 

by Faissler and co-worker 20 . in electron-carbon scattering. The quasi- 

elastic form factors reflect the relative probability that an electro- 

magnetic interaction takes place with an individual nucleon of the 

target rather than coherently with the nucleus. The Drell-Schwartz 

sum rule for elastic and quasi-elastic electron interactions modifies 

the elastic form factor by the replacement: 

Z2F2 4 G2[Z + Z(Z - l)F* + G(Z/m2)] 

in which F2(q2) is the elastic nuclear form factor, G2( s2) is the 

free proton form factor and O(Z/M*) represents the largest of three 

correction terms for the conditions of this experiment. It amounts to 

about 1% of the preceding terms and has been neglected. Subtracting 

the carbon elastic term, Z2F2 , and substituting from Eqs. (6) and (7), 

the quasi-elastic form factors for the BIX B 1 cross section are: 

flQ(lJ2) = fiP[Z + (z - 1.) fJ2Zl - fl 

fZQ( ‘I*) =z I’J m/M)’ [ % I (z - 1) I? I’@ 1 - 1’ 2 . 
(8) 



and carbon coi~Ct*.ibuti 0115 to Lhe quasi-flustic yield arc completed 

separately i'rom Eq. ('+), the appropriate mass term in the i'orm factor 

cancels a similar term in the quantities (Pi")* which appear in 

Eq. (4) and are closely approxima-ted by 4E~M* or 4E:m’ . Addition 

of the factor (m/M)* simplifies computations by allowing the use of 

the carbon mass in Eqs. (3) and (4). Then fL&(O) = f,Q(O) = 0 . 

The estimate of B1 X Bl production in the plastic target is 

given by an integration of Eq. (3) over the unobserved lepton variables 

and the spectrometer acceptance. For events arising from carbon 

elastic, quasi-elastic and from protons in the CH target the yield 

has been obtained by evaluation of the integral: 

Y(Bl x B1) = Q I dpl dp2 da1 dR2 do(Bl x B1:pl, ~~3 01> e2, cp,) (9) 

using form factors from Eqs. (6), (7) and (8), respectively. The 

factor Q contains target and beam monitor parameters, and the spectro- 

meter resolution was assumed to be sharp enough to allow the substitu- 

tion dp2dR2 --) Ap&Xl, for the detected lepton. The effect of a 

finite photon beam has been suppressed in the integration since carry- 

ing out -the integration using a rcalictic photon density distribution 

over the target produced ati error of 1~:;s th:~ti 0. 07~s. 



.into l-.00., /II' (*::il~:j':i1;or .t'or H,, X J1 1 pi*oduc Li OLI on c:arl~on IIIK:~ ci, 

:I nd t;hc ~'em:: i n i.11,; co.1 I,W:L: I i::t OtliC I’ r:o~ii,3-ilNul,i on:: ttc ;i i'lxc:ti 0ri Of 

the B,. x I31 yield 011 Ca.L’~JOrl. Yields .from quasi-elac tic a,!id proton 

production are given in column:; ( 5) n.nrl (6) rcspeotively . 

C. Contributions from Bl X B2 Interference 

The inter:'erence between first and second Born Bethe-Heitler p‘iir 

production amplitudes is expected to be a small correction to the 

Bl x R1 
contribution. The relevant diagrams are shown in Figs. l(a) 

I 
and l(d). Calculation of this term, while straightforward in principle, 

leads to a number of integrals for which exact solution is extremely 

difficult for spin * pair production. In the case of spin 0, however, 

22 calculations by Brodsky and Gillespie have shown that the principal 

contribution from the three B 2 amplitudes derives from the first two 

graphs on the left of Fig. l(d). Then by analogy with the arguments 

concerning the relative yield from the two B 1 graphs, the principal 

electron yield from Bl X B2 interference will be the result of inter- 

ference between -the middle graph of Fig. l(d) and the right-hand graph 

of Fig. l(a). In both graphs, the virtual electro:] coming off the 

incident photon vertex is almost on ,the mass shell, so that the ratio 

of yields, Bl X B2 / Bl X Bl is given to a good approximation by the 

ratio of second Born interference to first Born elastic electron 

scattering cross sections. Simil:i-r*l:~, the principal contribut;ion to 

asymrneLric ponjtron production arise:: from interfcretlcc between the 

lel't-hand graphs of' Fit;::. l(:~) :I,I'IL~ I (d), :lrld. the ratio of Bl X BP / El X Bl 

for this ci~::~: i:; approx i ~:r:~Lcii \I;/ tlx- r:.tt i 0 oi :.c:c!olid Jiorri i.ritcrl~'~rcricc. 

t, Len:: . 'I'hu:: i1.n 



o(B1 X BP) = (fR) o(B1 X Bl) , (l-0) 

where +R = ratio of second Born/first Born elastic scattering cross 

sections; positive for electron detection, negative for positron. 

Calculations of the ratio R have been carried out by Lewis 23 

assuming a static, spherically symmetric nucleus with a Yukawa charge 

distribution. Using Lewis' notation, 

R = ~ZQ [K2A2 / (a*P*)] '[k/(KAl)1(P2 
I 

+ 4k2 + 2a2)arctan [aK/(2Al) 1 

+ (2k/K) arctan[2a3/(K3 + 3Ka2)] 

- [(P2 + 4k2 + a*) / A21 arctan [a/(2K)! 

with 
A1 = (k2K2 + 4k2a2 41 

+d2 , 

and 
A2 = K2 + a2 . 

In the context of elastic electron scattering, K = three-momentum . - 

transfer to the nucleus, 2 = sum of initial and final electron three- 

momenta, and k = absolute value of the final electron three-momentum. 

For pair produc-tion, assuming detec-tion of the electron, the momentum 

of the almost real virtual lepton coming from the real photon vertex 

assumes the role of the initial electron in the elastic scattering 

calculation. That is, K --) 9 , - - p --f q + 2p:, -_ and K + (p21 . The 



I 

( 1.2) 

and those on the r-ight arc consistent with the dci'initjotl:; 01' '1;r.b.e JY. 

The Yukawa parameter has been assigned the value, a = 173 MeV/c , 

by an empirical fit of the analytic form, F(q') = (1 + q2/a')-' , to 

the experimental carbon electromagnetic form factor. 

The fractional contribution from this process has bectl c:llcului;ed 

‘ 

from the ratio of the integral, 

Y(Bl X B2) = Q I dpl dp2 dQl dR2 x dab1 x Bl:~1,~2,01,02,(P2) 

X R(P~~P~,+Q~A'~) (13) 

to the value of the B1 X Bl yield of Eq. (9) uciny; do from Eq. (3), 

carbon form factors and R from Eqs. (11) and (12). !lhe ra-tios, 

listed in Table V, turn out to be relatively small cornp:~red with the 

experimental charge asymmetries and, above a nuclear tnomcnt;um transfer 

of 0.3-0.4 F-* , have a sign opposite to that observed. 

D. Contributions from B1 X C* Int;erl'r:rence 

For the region of incident photon ener~i-c:; u:;c:tl in t,ltc ~LY:::~c'IIL 

experimental study, the BDF calculations oi' H1 X C tire no l.oryy!r 

vt~1i.d; the interference term must consider form:Lt;ion oi’ vi.rLu:;l :;L,:LI,(J:: 

()I' t,hc pi-nucleon system. ~?relimitisry rcsu1.t:; of' :L c~o.l.c~ul :tt ion oi‘ 

' I: i :' (*cut ribution by Brodsky, IJcarn and P:~r::on:: 
?4 

h:1vc l~c!f~tl u:;c~d 1’01, 



l,hc. -[:l"!"'l't> :ill.LI,y:~.i ::. l1, .i :: :::::‘lr!ll' (1 LhI, t;11(, (Jo;iipt,o~i ~-III,< ,~:(:i,i NIL 

t,:ik.r,:, pl :LCC 011 :1 ::i.r~~:lr~ tii~cl t’oi: 0.l’ c:::~~i!cui, c:xci tit:iq ;l. v irti1:i.l pi - r!11(: I<>011 

state which ti~(*:~.,y:: by v i.l~I;u:d photon cmi.ss:i on l.cavirlg t;ho rll!c>l cu:’ in 

the ground state. 'l'hc pllc~norneuolo~~;.ic:~l. form of the C' . amp1 i tudc ha:; 

been assumed to fo.llow the Rreit-Wigncr sillgl~e I.cvcl rc::orm~lce forrnul:i, 

and for the preliminary result given below, it has been asSUrned th:J,b 

terms in electron mass squared and nucleon magnetic moment may be 

neglected and that the crossed diagram of Fig. l(c) is small compared 

with the direct term. For detected electron energies much gre::ter 

than that of the unobserved positron, the ratio, R* , is defined as 

the ratio of cross sections differential in angles and momenta of both 

members of the pair: 

R* zz 
da(Bl X C*) 

do(B1 X "1.) 
= (B/3) (A/Z) L (m’ + am; c 3M; + &*@I 

x (E&d 
(F*2 - M;) 42 

(PX2 - M;) 2 + PM; 

x [P1 * P* - (e; - +&/21 / (p, + p2):‘ , ‘04) 

in which P*2 = (k + Q)2 = 2km i- m2 , 

% = mass of the resonant state, MeV , 

r = resonance wi.dth, MeV , and 

q* = square of nuclear three-momentum transfer. 

For incident photon energies up to about 800 MeV, analysis 'r? of 

cxperimentnl proton Compton sc:attc:ri.rlg (P x c*) is i.n ~:c:a.:~oni tb-Lc: 



in whi.ch p:: is the pion momentum in -the rest system of the ~(1236) , 

Pz2 = (km + mz/2)2 / (2km + m2) - rnz , 07) 

and P* 
2 

R 
is ob-tained by setting km = (M: - m')/2 in Eq. ( 17) - 

The estimate of the D 
13 

state contributions to the interference 

used only the experimental value 26 of the resonance width, r = 105 MeV , 

and in view of the preliminary nature of the theoretical work, the cal- 

culation of R* for the two virtual states differed only by use of the 

respective masses and widths. The fractional contributions were cal- 

culated from the ratio of the integral: 

::t:~t.t,:: 01' LILc, pi-tiuc*lc~oi~ ::,yr:t,‘:rii ‘!;‘::o(* i :! I,( (1 wi Lb Lhf% A( l:J-,G) and lI\ (I >?>) . 

C:~lcul :LLiol3 of' Llic 1‘ ~~~~-lLl-i.~Jlli,i Oil h::E kc:ri (:aL'i.it:d out wi1.h t;Ilca 
I,- 

asswnpti on:: of’: (~1) a conctnnt width 26 of P- Ii'0 Mr,V ) (b) ;ir~ "~ii'r;';y 

dependent width of the i'orm 
>I'( , 

IQ*) = 120 ( P;/Pg)' MeV ( l-5) 

and (c) a variable width of the form 
28 , 

I'(P*) = 127.5 (0.85 Pz/rn,)' / [l + (0.85 P~/rn,)'] MeV , (16) 

Y(Bl X C*> = Q / dpl dp;, dQl df12 x do(Bl x Bl:pl,~2,iJl,f$,~2) 

x R*(pl' ~2' 01, e29 Y,) , 08) 

divided by the 131 X B1 result f1~oln l':q. (9) . 'L'hc re:;u:L L.i.ng values 

obtained for each of the cxpcrimental po.i nt:: is given in Table V for 

the c:I::c' of the cubic v:triaLi 011 of Lhc P 
.i i 

r'econ:inc:( width which 



the negative va? ue has been :;uPpresscd sitlce -the ran::e of the integra- 

tion over photon energies contain:: the zero of R* . This is illustrated 

by Fig. 1-c which show:; the relative variation of the resonant factor of 

Eq. (14) with j.ncident photon energy; the bars indicate the range of 

integration required for the four detected lepton momenta. 

E. Radiative Corrections 

The BDF calcula-tions give radiative corrections to the Bl X Bl 

Process in the form 

amD I co1 
r- 2P * P2 

X B,.) = 4 i&-e, ' 2 

i 

1316 - $n 
P 

in which AE = k - k , and k max max is the peak energy of the incident 

bremsstrahlung spectrum. The correction factors are given in Table V, 

column 7 as the ratio of the integral, 

Q I dpl dp2 dQl dQ2 dBl x B :P >P ,8 ~6' ;cp ) 
%An 

11212 2 q)' 

ILo thc B1 x B , yield given by Eq. (9). 

F. AnaILysis and Camp:! i'i:;on with ExperimcIltal. Rcsu3 t:; 



-t 
in which Y(e- ) .i:: the theorc~ticnl positron (t:l ectron) y ie Id, R 

eVei 

represents a sum of the ratios of qu;lr:-i-clo::t.ic:, proton and radiative 

correction terms, even under charge conjugation, and R 
12 

is the 

B1 X B2 interference term, odd under charge conjugation. R. 
33 

and R13 

are the odd contributions from the P. 
33 

and D 
13 

pi-nucleon resonance 

interference terms, and the a i are constants determined by comparison 

of experimental and theoretical results. The expected charge asymmetry 

of the data is, 

A = ‘ce-) - ‘ce+) = 
Y(e-) + Y(c+) 

(R 
12 + api + a2R13 I/( IL + Reven) ’ (=)l) 

and the a 
i 

are found by Maximum Likelihood methods for each of the 

three forms of the P 
33 

resonance width. The values of the ai , shown 

in Table VI, use all of the available experimental data to obtain a best 

fit. Discarding the least reliable of the seven kinematic points, on the 

basis of non-reproducibility of the data, increases the Chi-square proba- 

bility of the fit to approximately 0.8 , but does not change the essen- 

tial result that the cubic variation of the resonance width, Eq. (15), 

has a slightly higher probability of representing the data. 'The case 

for the cubic variation is recnforced by theoretical arguments 27 that 

the width should vary as 21, + 1 , where 1, = 1 for the P. _ state. 
33 

In all c:L:;es, the coed f‘.i c: ic:nt of the second rcsonarlcc corltri bation 



cnlcul.ated CYml 131. (PI ) with the, a 
i 

as give-11 aljove. The s ta Led 

errors in both tables are due to counting statistics only. 

v. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The ratios of experimt ntal to theoretical results shown in Table VII 

indicate general agreement of the experiment and theory. The values 

of R(exp/thy) essentially represent the consistency of the data with I 

the predictions of QED for the case of asymmetric detection geometry, 

and, assuming that the contributions from the "bad" diagram of Fig. l(a) 

agree with the point interaction hypothesis of QED, the ratio of exper- 

iment to theory may be written as: 

Experiment/Theory = (0.95 k 0.6) _ (0.3 + 0.82)jq2//5 

from which a 68% level of confidence limit on the cut off parameter 

give A < 1.06 Fermi. In addition to the statistical errors given in 

this expression, the systematic errors have been estimated to be less 

than 7.3% as given in TableIII. Without consideration of the validity 

of QED, the ratio may be written as, 

Experiment/Theory = (O.g> ? 0.06) _ (0.06 5 OSl~)Iq21 

indicating the lack of evidence for q dependent systematic errors, 

a verification of the IiDF f'ormul:ltion of asymmetric: p:i.ir production 

and the Di~cL1.-:;cllwartz yu:Ls.i-cl:i:stic sum rule r:ont~~-i~Jut.i.orl:; whif.:h 

become an apprec:i;!l)le f'r:ic:tio:i 01' L0t:l.I protluctior~ at the .larg(:r nui:l(.::: 

momr~ntlnn tr;it~:.1'c 1%::. 



WO~Uld be a :h:arp, r’evcr~:;al of’ the c;ii,q ni’ 1;r;c: c1~3:-r ” ,-,, ‘a ai::ymmc~ t.ry at tklc: 

zero of the P 
3:; 

amplitude co~*respondirq to an :ir~itie~it pk13ton c’ncar-gy 

of about 340 MeV. Unfortunately the ot1.l.y cxperi$: ltal point obtained 

in this region corresponded to an average of photon energies over the 

interval, 170 - 390 MeV, resulting in a small, but statistically unre- 

liable positron excess as expected from the theoretical analysis. For 

the remaining experimental points, an electron excess was expected and 

observed, and the conclusions about the charge asymmetric production are 

weighted heavily by these results due not only to their number but to 

their smaller statistical errors. On this basis, the observed charge 
24 

asymmetry is consistent with the Brodsky et al estimate, Eq. (lb), of the 

interference contribution, using a cubic variation of the resonance 

wid-th normalized to the experimental value of 120 MeV at the zero of 

the ~(1236) interference term. In general this interference terrn is 

a factor of about 10' greater than tha-t based on the low energy 

Thomson limit for the Compton proces,s, valid below the first resonance. 

Contributions from the N*(l525) to the experimental yield appear 

to be suppressed, although the absolute values predicted from Eq, (74) 

with -the N-% mass and width are of the same absolute order of magn.i tudc 

as those for the &lPli,) . !iihe uncc:rtuint.ic:; in pre::enC theorct.iLc:al 

predictions and expcriment:LL number.:: make any c oncl usi on:; rcg,:trding 

contributiotls from tho N*( I>>!>) pu1~1 y con~jccturz.l . 'l'hc c outributi~ on 



the .inter~l’cYc:rwii t,erm;; mt::l::tir’c the r~:i.l p:~,~‘t, of the pi- nucleon arnpLi Ludc: 

and the JJ suppl'ession may indicn-te the phase difference bctw-ccn P. 
I.? 3 s 

and I1 _, 
12 

amplitude:;, in qualit:LtiviX agreement with the apparent lack 

of interference between these states in the results of Compton scatter- 
qcc 
“/ ing . 

In conclusion, it has been shown Lhat (1) asymmetric electron 

pair production in the region of the first two pi-nucleon resonances is 

in general agreement with known QED processes, (2) charge asymmetric pro- 

duction is consistent with recent estimates of interference between 

Bethe-Heitler and Compton processes wi-th excitation of pi-nucleon 

resonant states which contribute interference terms approx- 

imately lo2 greater than those expected from the low energy Thomson 

limit, and (3) that interference between first and second Born approxi- 

mation pair production processes is a relatively small contribution to 

the charge asymmetric production in this region. Further measurements 

of charge asymmetric production may provide a means of increasiryg the 

present degree of understa,nding of the baryon resonances. For example, 

the magnitude of the asymmetry is sensitive to the assumed form of the 

presently poorly defined energy tiependctlcc of the resonance w.idth. 

Secondly, the sharp vo.riation of the a:-ymmt>try at thr? %czro of the CornpLon 

inter.L'erence may pruvidc: an independenb means of mc:Lsuring the ma:::: of’ 

the A( 1.3 -;r,) i-f the ~Lsyiil!!l~ try Yrom Lhct note- rr:son:lnt background .i:: :ts 

cm:tll a:: in&ic;LLcd in tlli :; wo?-k. 
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TARLE 11 

EFF.K!Tll% SPECTROIWTER ACCEPI'ANCE 

MOMEK!! 

&V/c) 

MULTIPLE EFFECTIVE 
SCATTERING ACCEPI'ANCE 
EFFICIENCY bQ 4deff 

170 0.61 0.0290(1 I!Y 0.04) 

340 0.74 0.0708 

450 0.77 o. 0976 

625 0.78 o .1376 



TABLE III: 

ESTIMATED SYSTEVATIC UBCERTAINTIES 

Normalization 6.7% 

Spectrometer angle c3.0 

Spectrometer momentum 

Bremsstrahlung spectrum 

Radiator subtractions 

Beam current monitors 

2.2 

3.0 

2.0 

and integrators 0.5 

Dead time corrections 0.4 



TABLE IV 

SYMBOLS 

a 

M 

m 

P 

K 

EIJpl 

E2,p2 

Q 

Q' 

P 

k 

l/137 

Carbon mass 

Proton mass 

ELectron mass 

Proton anomalous magnetic moment 

Energy, four-momentum of outgoing positron 

Energy, four-momentum of outgoing electron 

Four-mo!nentwn of initial target nucleus 

Four-momentum of final target nucleus 

Q I- Q' 

Four-momentum of incident photon 

k-pl-p2 

A metric is used such that pip2 = ElE2 - pi. p2 
-- 



E 
0 

(MeV) 

550 

.-...--.-- 

715 

170 

340 

450 

450 

625 

625 

625 

0 

(ded 

..-.. -. _._ -__ 

I 

----- -----. _-.. (_ __.. 
J3, x B, --.-.--..---A 

r B., x c’“s----Iqx~~-~ 

liel.d/V 'Quasi 
I_ ___- _.. ..-,. . -__ 

1 

(3) 

30.0 

18.1 

%I. (4, 

(4) 
-- 

7.28 

3.12 

14.8 6.44 

20.4 0.91 

-L---^v- 
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Fig. ir produc tzi on diagrams. 

Fig. 2 Expcri!ncntal apparatus. 

Fig. 3 Cerenkov counter cross section in the median plane of the 

incident beam: (A) 10 cm X 20 cm light pipe, 7.5 mm thick 

front surface glass mirror, (B) 22 cm focal length aluminized 

Plexiglas spherical mirror, 2.0 mm thick, (C) aluminized 

Plexiglas light pipe, (D) Plexiglas II UVT window, 1.9 cm thick, 

(E) Mylar window, 15 X 0.19 mm thick, (F) light port assembly, 

(G) 30.0 cm diameter aluminum tube, (II) Amperex 58AVP photo- 

multiplier tube. 

Fig. 11 Relative variation of the Camp-ton interference term R-E in the 

region of the n(l236) resonance. The horizontal bars ind.icate 

the range of photon energies contributing to the observed 

yield and the numbers attached give the momen:;um of the 

detected lepton in McV/c. 


